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Leading from the manifold B, near one
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, AUGUSTUs F. HARTER, end of the range, are the gas-supply pipes
a citizen of the United States, residing at 2 and 3 which supply the oven burner A
Oak Park, in the county of Cook and State and the broiler burner A, respectively.
5 of Illinois, have invented a new and useful These pipes are equipped just back of the 60
Improvement in Gas Ranges, of which the manifold B with valves, or gas-cocks, 2 and
3, respectively. A safety lock plate 4 is
following is a specification.
This invention relates particularly to a interlockingly connected with extensions
gas range of the type employing a cooking with which the gas-cocks 2 and 3 are 65
" ..
() top surmounting an oven equipped with a equipped.
The gas pipe 2 has a portion 2 which
broiler burner and an oven burner.
The primary object is to provide an im extends rearwardly from the manifold and
proved device for preventing gas from being which is shown located in the space A, that
supplied to the broiler burner while the oven is, at the inside of the lateral wall 5 of the
5 burner is lighted, and vice versa. A fur chamber A. From the rear end of the pipe 70
ther object is to provide an improved and section 2, a section 2 extends outwardly
simplified arrangement, or construction, through the side-wall 5 and is joined to a
pipe section 2 which leads to the
where a safety device of the character in descending
air intake 6 of the oven burner A.
dicated is employed.
20
The invention is illustrated in its The pipe 3 has a section 3 which extends 5
preferred embodiment in the accompanying rearwardly from the manifold and which
has connected with it a descending pipe sec
drawings, in which
Figure 1 represents a front elevational tion 3° to which, in turn, is joined a rear

wardly extending section 3 which leads to
view of a gas range embodying the inven the
air intake 7 of the broiler burner. The 80
tion; Fig. 2, a broken side elevational view
of the same; Fig. 3, a broken plan view of . broiler burner is located at the upper por
the manifold and the two gas-cocks which tion of the oven, and the regular oven burner
control the suppl. of gas to the oven and is located at the lower portion of the oven.
broiler
burners; f 4, a bottom plan view The cooking top A is equipped with the
3) of the same; Fig. 5, a broken vertical sec usual grid (not shown). Gasis supplied to 85
tional view taken as indicated at line 5-5 the manifold B, through a pipe 8, which is
of Fig. 3; Fig. 6, a bottom plan view of the connected by an elbow 8. The other end
gas-cocks shown in Figs. 3 and 4, showing of the manifold is equipped with a blind
one of the gas-cocks in open position; and end, or cap, 9. . . .
35 Fig. 7, a similar view showing the other gas
Each of the gas-cocks 2 and 3 conuprises 90
cock in open position.
aextending
casing 10therethrough,
having avertical
tapered bore
in which is mounted
The gas range illustrated comprises an
oven. A equipped with an oven burner A the cock 11. The cock is equipped, at its
and a E. burner A; a cooking top A upper end, with a handle 11 and has its
40 disposed at a suitable listance above the lower end provided with a threaded exten- to
oven to provide a space. A for the cooking sion 11, fitted with nuts 12 and 13. Inter
top burners; and a manifold B with which posed between the nut 12 and the lower end
are connected the various burner-supply of the casing, is a coil spring 14.
pipes.
The gas-cock 2 has rigidly secured to the
46 The construction of the body of the range extension mentioned a cam 2; and, similar- 100
may be any suitable construction. The ly, the gas-cock 3 has rigidly secured to its
manifold B extends across the front of the lower extension a cam 3. The sides of the
range beneath the plane of the cooking top threaded extension 11 of the gas-cocks are is
A. The cooking top burners are designated squared, and the cams are provided with
50 . These burners may be of any desired angular openings which fit on the exten- 0
size and number. The supply to the cooking sions. The cams are then clamped between
top burners is regulated by valves, or gas the nuts 12 and 13. The nut 12 is provided,
cocks, 1, interposed in gas pipes 1 which at its upper end, with a flange 12, beneath
are connected with the manifold in the usual which is a tubular portion 12 against whose
lower end the upper surface of the cam 0
55 manner.
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bears. In other words, the cam is clamped lock-plate connected with said extensions 55
between the nuts.
and serving, when either gas-cock is open, to
The cam-actuated locking member 4 com lock the other gas-cock.
prises a horizontally disposed bar, or cast 2. The combination of a pair of gas-cock
ing, having its lower side equipped with casings, gas-cocks working therein having
cam lugs 4 adapted to be engaged by the
equipped with cams rigid there 60
cams 2 and 3", respectively. The cams 2 - extensions
with,
nuts
on
extensions
between
which
and 39 point in opposite directions, so that said cams aresaid
clamped,
springs
interposed
10 when either gas-cock is turned in the direc between said casings and the adjacent nuts,
tion indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3, the and a cam-shifted locking plate interposed
locking plate 4 will be shifted so as to bring between said nuts and adapted to slide freely 65
one of the lugs 4 into position to lock the with
thereto, said locking plate
other gas-cock. For example, in Fig. 6, the serving,relation
when
either gas-cock is open, to
gas-cock
3
is
shown
in
the
open
position
lock
the
other
gas-cock.
5
and the gas-cock 2 is locked in the closed
In a gas range provided with a cook 70
position; and in Fig. 7, the reversecondition ing3. top,
oven and broiler and oven
is shown. The locking plate 4 is further burners, thean combination
with a horizontal
provided with curved end flanges 4 which gas-manifold extending across
front of
are adapted to be engaged by a cam to the range beneath the plane ofthe
the cooking
20
shift the locking plate to the neutral posi and valves controlling the Supply of gas 75
tion illustrated in Fig. 4 when the gas-cock top
from said manifold to the cooking top
is turned to the closed position. The lock burners,
a pair of gas pipes connected
ing plate 4 is provided with perforations, or with saidofmanifold
at the rear side thereof
25 slots, 4', which freely embrace the tubular and leading to the air inlets of the oven
portions 12 of the nuts 12, thus permitting and broiler burners, casings interposed in
the locking plate to be shifted readily. It said
pipes adjacent said manifold, gas 80
will be noted that tnutsi and is serve cocksgas
working in said casings and equipped
as lock nuts, inasmuch as the cam is firmly at their upper ends with handles, and an
clamped
between said nuts, notwithstanding interlocking device connecting said gas
3)
eeely.
feet that the locking plate 4 can slide cocks and serving, when one gas-cock is 85
open, to lock the other gas-cock in closed
The construction described is simple, position.
cheap, and thoroughly effective for its pur 4. In a gas-range, the combination of an
pose. The arrangement involving the use of oven
equipped with a broiler burner and an
gas-cocks which control the supply to the oven burner,
cooking top superposed above 90
oven and to the broiler burners, associated said oven, a atransversely
extendin 8s
with the manifold from which the cooking fold disposed beneath the plane
the cook
top burners are supplied, tends to reduce the ing top, gas pipes connected withofsaid
mani
of
construction
and
to
greatly
facilitate
fold
and
serving
to
supply
the
cooking
top
O cost
the manipulation of the gas-cocks.
burners,
said
gas
pipes
being
equipped
with
The foregoing detailed description has gas-cocks disposed back of said manifold 95
been given for clearness of understandin gas
pipes connected with said manifold and
only, and no unnecessary limitations E. leading
one side of said oven and serving
be understood therefrom, but the appended to supplytogas
to the broiler burner and oven
claims should be construed as broadly asper burner, gas-cocks
disposed back of said 00
missible, in view of the prior art.
manifold
and
controlling
said last-named
What I regard as new, and desire to se pipes, said last-named gas-cocks
being
Cre Letters Patent, is:
equipped
at
their
upper
ends
with
handles
1. The combination of a pair of gas-cock and provided at their lower ends with ex
casings,
taper gas-cocks working therein
havin handles at one end and having at tensions equipped with cams, and a locking 05
plate carried by said extensions and co-act
the other end extensions equipped with cams ing
rigid therewith, springs interposed between . with said cams.

said casings and cams, and a cam-shifted
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